
CALVIN 11

RESTORING the BALANCE
I am that living bread which has come down from heaven. John 6:51

Our Old Testament reading this morning, Psalm 130, is a famous poem. It deals
with the desperate cry of a believer who cannot get it all together. ‘Out of the
depths have I called to thee, O Lord; Lord hear my cry.’

Why is he so desperate? He is overwhelmed by a sense of sin. Not just his own,
but all the sins of Israel.

What is meant by all this sinning? It is not just any moral aberration, stealing,
lying, lusting, hating, rebelling etc. It is any form of disorder, a fundamental
characteristic of the entire created world, failure to fit the divine order; it is
being out of kilter, out of sorts. It is like a scar, a severe depression. It is what
the Westminster Confession calls ‘original sin.’ One could sum it up by living
and experiencing the story of The Fall in the book of Genesis.

Yet all this misery, confusion, guilt and pain are not the end says the psalmist.
God restores the balance. He forgives. ‘For in the Lord there is love unfailing’,
he liberates the believer and frees him from his sin. And the Psalm ends with
the psalmist eagerly waiting for restoration and regaining lost confidence.

Our second reading from the New Testament, Ephesians 4:25–5:2, is also about
‘restoring balance.’ The apostle Paul, writing from his prison in Rome, has heard
about the backbiting, displays of anger, bad feelings in the Christian assembly
in Ephesus and is obviously worried about it. It gives a bad example, he thinks.
If you have to be angry with one another, he observes practically, ‘don’t let
sunset find you still nursing your anger.’

Nursing bad feelings to Paul is a loophole through which the devil destroys
Christian fellowship. To restore the balance you have to ‘be generous to one
another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another as God in Christ forgave you
(verse32).’ ‘… live in love as Christ loved you, and gave himself up on your
behalf as an offering and sacrifice … (5:1-2).’ After all, the Holy Spirit should
not be grieved. It has sealed the Christians in Ephesus off from the devil’s reach
and liberated them from his clutches.

I want to spend a bit more time with the third reading from John 6:30–51. Here
too God’s heavenly bread restores the balance through providing a vantage
point of transcendental order beyond the brutal instinct for survival of the
individual creature. And I want to illustrate this with an insignificant event that
happened 58 years ago, but has been engraved in my memory ever since.
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In the autumn of 1944, I was transferred to another cell in the prison with hard
labour (Zuchthaus) in Halle, Germany where I was doing time for what the Nazis
called ‘undermining the war machinery.’ There were two others in that cell,
who had just squabbled about a slice of bread. The first one was a bow-legged
Norwegian sailor, who had been caught in a boat ferrying escapees to England.
He only spoke Norwegian and a bit of broken German. All he had was primary
school education. He had a wife and three children somewhere on the rugged
coast of Norway, but he had lost track of them and they of him.

The other was a highly sophisticated German with two doctorates. His career
had been meteoric. From prison official he had risen to warden, then to judge
of a court in Dessau. But he had fallen as hard as he had risen. He was sentenced,
he said, because he had taken his money out of Germany and invested it in a
Swiss bank. Of course he failed to mention, as I learnt later, that this money had
been milked from an orphan fund he administered.

Now the general rule in each cell was for prisoners to take turns with whatever
had to be distributed. Usually there was not much difference, but sometimes
one piece was slightly larger. The judge had ignored this rule and had put himself
in charge of distribution. Invariably he had kept the better piece for himself.
The sailor had given him a withering look, but had kept his cool. The story
repeated itself that same night, but the next morning I happened to be closest
to the trusty handing out the bread and I let the sailor have first choice which
earned me a withering look from the judge.

This insignificant event was a little link in a much larger chain of events that
taught me to value moral integrity and spiritual backbone above material
survival, or to say it with our text, to search for the living heavenly bread more
than the earthly variety. My schooling and upbringing had trained me to believe
that man’s reason was the glorious capping stone of creation. Yet here was a
very intelligent person with a sharp logical mind who somehow failed as a moral
being. He was good-looking, authoritative, the kind who automatically attracted
people when entering a gathering. He was a clear, quick thinker, a genius in
debates and yet he would cheat this sailor with his broken German out of his
due, a slightly larger crust of bread.

The judge was not an original Nazi. He had joined the Party when membership
had become advantageous. But then the Party had taken over and like a leech
had sucked his native intelligence for its own twisted purpose. His intelligence
had become a whore dancing to the tune of whoever paid the price. Yet, I began
to suspect, wasn’t that usually the case? Wasn’t intelligence on its own a monster
or a marvel according to the basic commitments it served? But if this were the
case, which commitment could make it a marvel, and which a monster?

The sailor by contrast did not sparkle at all. He was incomparably worse off and
yet he never lost a sort of instinctive steadfastness and dignity. He was polite
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and yet natural as though he owed all other beings, even Nazis, at least token
respect. He was clean and reliable. He was not moody, but affected the morale
of the cell with a ready smile and the whistling of a Norwegian tune if he felt
like it.

The judge was always talking about himself, his accomplishments, his
predicaments, as though he was desperate for someone to allay his anxieties by
admiration. He was sorry for himself, basically because the world, even the Nazi
world, had not let him get away with self-aggrandisement and self-enrichment.
I felt drawn to the Norwegian, because he seemed to be the wisest of us all. All
three of us were hungry, undernourished and underweight. Yet he had managed
to rise above it all and not let it get to him.

It was this balance of mind, this equanimity, serenity, mental calmness which
proved to be more precious than a thicker piece of bread. Slowly it began to
dawn on me that if I were to survive the holocaust, trust in the heavenly bread
represented in Christ was more essential than a desperate obsession with a slightly
larger crust. Survival had more to do with belief in death-transcending eternity
than in spasmodic, tenacious grasping of the ephemeral and transitory.

Slowly, but unerringly the squabble about bread in the cell in Halle Zuchthaus
helped me to find an answer to the question I put earlier: ‘which commitment
can make intelligence and reason a marvel and which a monster?’ It was the
commitment to the living, heavenly bread, which is Christ that could do the
trick of turning a potential monster into an actual marvel!

In his commentary on this section of John, Calvin makes additional observations.
Earthly bread is what the brute beasts need to fill their belly (John 6:31, 32).
But the followers of Christ are different. They can receive God’s bread (Jesus)
and thereby can live the true life and have their souls immortalized. All this
corresponds with modern sociological views of religion as reinforcer of values
which restrain rather than sustain the instincts and in so doing strengthen the
social good beyond the mortal life of individuals.

As Calvin does in Genesis 1:2 (where God creates order out of chaos and
nothingness), so here too Calvin links predestination and election to God creating
order and salvation where man’s sin and disobedience have created disorder.
Sin is ‘beholding Christ with carnal eyes’ (John 6:42). In other words not seeing
Him as the living heavenly bread, but in earthly form, as the Jews did who
murmured amongst themselves: ‘Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph whose father
and mother we know?’ Here Calvin reminds himself of Philippians 2:7 where
Christ is depicted as taking on the flesh of mortal man and emptying himself
(becoming ‘nothing’) in order to be one with fallen humanity and save it from
self-destruction. Sociological correspondence here lies in the necessity of any
viable group, tribe or society to transcend the self and derive its vitality from
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man’s capacity to fill the emptied self with commitment to social cohesion,
sacrificing, if necessary, his own integrity.

Yet the heavenly bread (Jesus) also restores the balance between God’s order
and man’s perpetual breakdown of that order (sin). The offer of salvation
(wholeness) is quite practically the point where transcendence, the sacred,
immortality meet immanence, the mundane, mortality. It provides the meaning
and purpose where otherwise only self-destroying chaos would reign. Or to put
the same differently: man’s capacity for self-giving, altruism, sacrifice and
self-discipline are crucial for the viability of a precarious culture and civilization.
God’s bread in turn is the guarantee for this viability.

And this is God’s message for today as I perceive it through the Bible readings.
It links the ancient past with the present. It is just as relevant today as it was
2500 years ago. Losing one’s bearings was just as much an issue then as it is
today. God’s work of salvation in Jesus Christ has restored the balance for untold
generations before us and is doing so for all of us.
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